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ABSTRACT 

With the submission of this report, the work 

of the feasibility study has been completed and 

action to build a by-products plant should be taken. 

This two month's work, instigated by an FAO study 

in 1977, is finalized by this FAO-UNIDO feasibility 

study. 

The report lists data taken, provides de- 

tailed layout drawings, elevations and plot plans 

for a plant with detail costs and equipment lists 

sufficient for requesting tender documents. 

The principal conclusions are that a plant 

could be built now for $800,000 to operate on 16000k 

per day average, making a net profit before taxes 

of between $170,000 and $265,000 annually, depend- 

ing upon payments for raw material from outside the 

slaughter house complex.  This is a payoff period of 

3 to 6 years, which is reasonable. This rapid pay- 

off on investment would be increased to about 8 to 

10 years if the new slaughterhouse were not built, 

but the by products plant could stand alone if 

government prevented the present desultory, unsanitary, 

inadequate, partial by-products pick-up and installed 

a new plant. 
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The dry rendering hide  and casing plant em- 

ploying  15 people with joint maintenance crews would 

be an L shaped building at approximately  1900 M2 under 

roof  on a  raised  slab,   situated  on one hectare, of 

satisfactory property chosen by  the meat commission for 

this work.     Of the $450,000 of  equipment utilized, 

about   1/3 of  the value of  the machines  can be  locally 

made.     All  the  finished products,   except  the casings, 

could  be entirely consumed  locally on  the island by 

the  soapers   and  feed mills. 

This  report makes  the  strong  recommendation 

that  the Cypriot Government should  proceed immediately 

on a  by-products  and slaughterhouse complex which will 

benefit almost everyone involved.     The biggest re- 

maining problem is  the infrastructure,   or who is 

responsible  for  raising money,   building  a plant and 

operating  it. 

UNIDO could further be  involved in the detailed 

design of the plants,   supervision of  installation of 

equipment  and startup and operating procedures. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Although the meat and by-products plants 

and their centralization has been studied for more 

than 5 years, to the writer's knowledge, the basic 

previous work is  confined to the work of the Cypriot 

Committee for study of the above of June 1977 and by 

the FAO, October 1977 Nilsson report.  It was decided 

that FAO and UNIDO would then cooperate in making a 

feasibility design study of the by-products plant 

and advise on the design of the slaughterhouse. 

For obvious reasons and because of these 

studies, the needs for a by-products plant, the 

wasting of by-products of the meat industry and the 

general worn out, unsanitary conditions of the meat 

industry and slaughterhouses, are well known. 

This terminal report is the result of ap- 

proximately one month's work in Cyprus.  It provides 

conclusions and recommendations, plus designs and 

initial costs and the feasibility of a by-products 

plant centrally located between Limosa1, Larnaca and 

Nicosia. 

The terminal report gives basic plant designs, 

including plot layout and elevations, operating cost, 

capital investments with a detailed equipment list, 

cash flow and return on investments, plus an incentive 

payment system for collection of by-products. 
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2  CONCLUSIONS 

2.1 A centralized by-products processing plant 

attached to a central slaughterhouse, will gen- 

erate a net profit, before taxes, of $170,000 or 

61,0001; annually if $.01 per pound were paid for 

all the raw material collected.  This gives a 5 to 

5.5 year payoff period while still paying more than 

about 20 times more than what the present highest 

payment is for this raw material.  Since for about 

50% of the raw material like blood, bones and dead 

stock etc., there is no payment, and if this practice 

were continued, the plant could make an annual profit 

of $215,000 or 77,500Ii or a 4 year payoff.  Further- 

more, if no payment incentives were paid and pickups 

were made as a convenience to the by-products 

supplier, such as the Pciphos slaughterhouse, who 

would save $8,500 or about 3,000fc annually in burial 

costs, the plant could pay for itself in about 3.3 

years with an annual profit of over $205,000 or 

96,000t's. 

2.2  The property, plant and equipment, if purchased 

in 1978 with a 12% annual inflationary increase, 

would cost $875,000 or 340,000fc's.  This includes 

3 trucks for pickup and delivery and about $400,000 

of specialized equipment of which 25% could be made 

locally. 
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2.3 AB an alternate conclusion, the central by- 

products plant could be built on the chosen site 

even if the central meat plant is not built, as 

it will provide a needed sanitary service and it 

will pay for itself in less than 10 years, pro- 

viding that the central government pass regulations 

requiring only authorized pickups be made.  Besides, 

it will provide additional income to the farmers 

and butchers, the soap maker, tanner and casing 

processor. 

2.4 The plant designed would be an L shaped 

building of approximately 1880 square meters 

with cement walls 4 meters high plus 2 meters of 

screened louvers above with a wood joisted, tile, 

peaked roof or a flat cement roof.  The plant 

would be completely fenced in on about one hectare 

of property with additional room allocated to 

sewage anaerobic and aerobic ponds.  A tarred 

gravel or asphalt apron of 30 meters would sur- 

round the plant which is located within 30 meters 

of the slaughterhouse and supplies the steam, 

sewage and maintenance facilities for the main 

slaughterhouse. 

  J 
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2.5 The plant will employ 14 men plus 5 jointly 

shared mechanical maintenance specialists.  It 

will use 20,000fc of water per day, 2,500K steam 

per hour for 8 hours, 140 KWH for 8 hours and will 

need additional accounting and office facilities in 

the main slaughterhouse or elsewhere.  Sewage will 

be reduced in BOD content and suspended solids by 

98.6% with 5 day anaerobic and 21 day aerobic ponds 

and then released to a dry river bed. 

2.6 Everyone presently involved with the slaughter- 

house will gain financially by the new central 

combined plant, except for the single pig and 

chicken farmer who is paying 750fc annual for 

available material of over 2,500,000 pounds 

annually, worth over 10,000fc on a raw basis, and 

the slaughterhouse worker, who does a poor job and 

who now makes over probably 15fc per day, if all 

payments including meat are considered, which makes 

him one of the highest paid slaughter men in the 

world, and better paid by far than the comparable 

Cypriot skilled worker. 

2.7 The actual detailed engineering, supplying and 

building of such a facility should not take over 

IH  years. 

J 
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3     RJCOWEN DATIONS 

3.1 It is  recommended that the Cyprlot govern- 

ment proceed as quickly as possible with a  central- 

ized by-products plant on the suggested site,   as  it 

is now losing over $275,000 annually of useful by- 

products  and  it will cost more each year  to build 

this necessary facility and because of  the  present 

danger  to public and livestock health,   due  to mis- 

handling of  these by-products. 

3.2 It is  recommended that the Cypriot government 

set up,   as  soon as possible,   the proper infrastructure 

for managing this  facility and to raise capital for 

financing  the operation  and to purchase the needed 

property. 

3.3 It is  recommended that the Cypriot government 

provide,   as  soon as possible,   or obtain the  necessary 

expertise to make detailed engineering drawings, 

specifications and tender documents as well  as 

installation and startup help on this project. 

 J 
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3.4 It is recommended (although it is not in the 

acope of requirements of this study, but because 

this advisor has worked on slaughterhouse equip- 

ment and design for over 30 years in over 50 countries 

and can not resist one comment on his recent obser- 

vations of present slaughterhouse operations) that 

the Cypriot government, for public health reasons 

to it's own people and it's tourist trade, a major 

source of foreign income, and principally to it's 

sausage makers and it's pig and poultry farmers, 

should proceed as fast as possible on one central 

slaughterhouse, which could pay for itself in a 

matter of a few years, only by exporting a small 

proportion of the present farmer-producers 

production. 

3*5 It is recommended that the by-products operation 

pay $.01 per pound of raw material picked up from 

outside it's plant and 3000t to the central slaughter- 

house, if it is built, which is about 4 times more 

than at present, for all it's inedible material. 

— •J 
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4.    mrSINOSl    DATA, DRAKINGS, PARAMETERS 
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4.1.2     PARAMETERS  AND CONVERSIONS  USED 

A. Weight 

Oche - 1273 grams - 2.8* - 1.25 K K > Kilogram 
OK • Ocha 

B. Money 

U.S. $1 « .3756   «2.67  »It 

C. Baaed plant design and profit on 1978 kill average 

for 250 days per year - 8 hour day - one shift 

Actual capacity:  Double, as could work 2 shifts 

Combined Three City Kill Rates 

Pi9" 
Year Sheep-Goats 

1250/day 

Cattle 

jected   1986 33/day 

1975 607/day 20/day 

1978 526/day 19/day 

Max 1250/day 60/day 

Rated  s laughterhouse capaci Lty 

Daily 1250 40 

Hourly 150 5 

PAPHOS KILL 

1978       150 4 

D. CARCASS WEIGHTS 

Limoso1 Carcass + Red + Head   13 K 

Nicosia Carcass + Red + Head   21.6K 

16.11K 

Average live wt. used 32  K   540 

900/day 

450/day 

430/day 

665/day 

800 

100 

75 

195    K 60       K 1978 

268.58K 94.68K 1975 

296.31K 82.7  K 1977 

K 110     K 

W-    - ^ 
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B.    By-Product» From Slaughtering 

Sheep Cattle Piqs 
Per/An./Day 

Daily 
Per/An ./Per/Day Per/An ./Per/Day Total 

Blood 2K 1050K 18K 360 K 3.6 K 1540K 2950K 
Paunch Manure Wet 3K 157 5K 25K 500 K 2 K  860K 2935K 
Hide Fleshing 7K 133K 133K 
Hide Trimmings IK 526K 6K 114K 640K 
Inedible Raw Mat. 3K 1578K 30K 522 K 10 K 4300K 6400K 
Hide & Skins 10K 5260K 35K 640 K 8 K 3400K 9300K 
Casings 

F. Oil 30 to 32 
140M/Imp. 

L/Ton 
Gal. 

Wages Skilled workers L 5/day 
Unskilled t 3.5  to 4/day 
Foreman I      6/day 

Electricity 20 Mils/KWH 

Building Costs       40 L/Square M 

4.2   Plut layout drawings 

Detallad drawings of the by-product• plant and the slaughterhouse are 

attaohed at the end of the report. 
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EQUIPMENT  - 

4.3.1 

No.       Quant.     Description 

GENERAL  COST 
SPECIFICATIONS 
SUPPLIERS 

Cost Cost 
Supplier       Factory    Installed 

Tank fuel oil  storage 
10,000  L capacity,   mild 
steel,    1 draw off,   one man 
hole  approx 6'   dia.x  10'   high 

Condenser - Air  for   2000K 
condensate per  hour  S.S 
tubes     *alternate S.S.  shell 
and tube heat exchange 

Tank tallow storage with 
6 draw off connections, 
divider  cell  and top open-   ' 
ing + h.p.  pump 

Boilers,   120üK steam/hour 
bunker  coil 7   atm pressure 
with condensate pressure return 
from cookers with stacks 

Softner   - boiler feed water 
treatment system 2  tanks 400L 
and pumps,   valves 

Screen conveyors with motor 
starters 
1 -75m dia x  8 m    3    HP 
2 .   5m dia x  7.0m 2S HP 
3 .   3m dia x  9.0m  1    HP 
4 .25m dia x  8    ml     HP 

Storage bins  -  meal  metal or 
concrete or painted wood with 
sloping bottom and front swing 
gate attached 

Mill hammer for meat and bone 
meal with motor starter 40 hp 
24 hr 

Mixer  bagger vertical with 
4 ton capacity  5 hp motor 
•tarter 

1 $   2,700 $   3,000 

1-2 20,000 22,000 

1-2 10.0U0 14,000 

1 6,000 7.0C0 

3 40,000 50,000 

3 3,000 4,000 

1 12,000 15,000 

8,000       10,000 

8,000       10,000 

8,000       10,000 

U-  —  a 
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No. Quant..    Description 
Cost Cost 

Supplier      Factory    Installed 

10 Scale  -  floor  on wheels 
100  kg  up in   .10  kg 
increments 

$     500       $   1,000 

10 5 Lavatories hard wash, 
foot pedal operated + 
soap dispenser S.S. 
16"   x  20"   x   10"   deep 

11 17 Drains  floor  4"   gooseneck 
7"  grill  cast  iron 

1,800 

1,700 

2,000 

2,000 

12 

13 

14 

Hose  stations   for wash up 1 
20.0  m 3/4"   neoprene braided 
hose with nozzle  bronze,   2 
valves  plus   tee  and S.S  rack 

Platforms  5  x  1.5m and  5 x.8m       1 
metal  frame with concrete 
platform 

Pumps grease gear   type cast 2 
iron  no brass   1  hp motor  starter 

2,000 3,000 

3,000 

2,000 

4,000 

3,000 

15 Grease settling  units  - pyramid  1 
bottom -  platform  3   -  6'x6'x6' 
on straight  side + pump  1  hp 
starter  steam coils  and  swing 
suction plus  valves 

10,400       13,000 

16 Screw  press   for  Crax 7"  with 
75 hp motor   starter,   hydraulic 
control  plus  spare  shaft  and 
parts 

50,000        60,000 

17 Filler weigher   for  drums  of 
tallow cap  500  kg  in  .250  kg 
platform scale  plus valves 

1, 500 2,000 

18 

I» 

Cookers  200   ft  cube capacity 
40 hp motor   jacketed non- 
heated  37  rpm shaft  - plus 
steam traps  condensate pressure 
return system 6"   insulation 
with galvanized metal cover 
compled gauges vent lines 

Electrical panel 

70,000       90,000 

In electrical contract 

w    -  —J 
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Cost Cost 
Ü2: Quant.     Description Supplier      Factory    Installed 

20 2 Pere pans perforated 1 8,000 10,000 
bottoms,   end gates,   mild 
steel  6'   x 8'   x  4'   deep 

21 1 Blood  bagger  scale  plus 2 2,000 3,000 
sewing machine  100kg cap. 
plus conveyors  in  and out 

22 1 Coagulator  blood   -   12"  dia 1 5,000 7,000 
screw with steam inlets, lhp 
motor starter 8.0m long plus 
vibrating screen  dewater 

23 1 Blood  cyclone  2.0m dia  2.0m 5,000 7,000 
straight  side cone  bottom .33m 
opening with simple  slide gate 

24 2 Blow tank cone  bottom  10,000#      1 10,000 12,000 
capacity +  i blood   blow tank 
for  3000# capacity  in  slaughter 
house with valves   on  man holes 

25 1 Prebreaker  -  7 5hp motor  and starter 
15"  dia.   with 8  spoke orifice       2 18,000 23,000 

Scale  floor  type   500kg  in 3 4,000 6,000 
.500kg 
Station  drum washer 1 500 500 

Casing  truck S.S.   6" 1 3,000 3,000 
neoprene wheels 
Tables  casing cleaning 1 1,000 1,000 
S.S.   .9m high  . 5m x  3m with 
drain 

30 2 Sinks  casing cleaning with 1 1,000 1,000 
hot and cold valves,   drain 
SS.   1.5m x  .6m x   .3m 

31 1 Crusher  stripper   crusher 4 5,000 6,000 
finisher - with galv. tanks 
all motors and starters for 
sheep and hog guts 

32 1 Table  casing grading  sorting 1 500 500 
S S    tee shaped  5m tops,  drain 
plus gauge 

26 2 

27 1 

28 6 

29 2 
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Ho.      Quant.     Dateription 
Coat 

Suppliar      Factory 
Coat 
Inatallad 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

36 

39 

40 

8 

2 

4.3.2 

Salt bina    pine 
3m x 2m x lm 

Table hide pelt flesh, 
trim mild steel 2m x  3m x  lm 

Drums  plastic  lined,   55 gal. 

Table hide pelt grade and 
salt,   same as  above but S.S. 

Truck salt - S.S.  hopper 
12" wheels 

Truck wash station 

Work bench plus tools 

Bone hopper mild steel 

1,000 

2,000 

1,000 

4,000 

1,000 

1,000 

2,000 

1,000 

4,000 

1,000 

1                     500 500 

3                10,000 10,500 

1                10,000 10.000 

Sub-total 30,000 

Total 425,000 
with contingencies 430,000 

$260,000 to $300,000  imported 

No. Supplier 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Local manufacturer 
Dupps, Anco, Atlas, Maskinfabrik 
Local distributor 
Stridh, Koch 

CAPITAL COSTS     -  SUMMARY 

Land and civil  improvements 

Equipment - see 6.3.1 

Building       1872m2x 40L/m2x  2.75 

Plumbing 

Electrical 

Engineering 

Contingencies 

Total 

30,000 

430,000 

206,000 

35,000 

65,000 
766,000 

34,000 

75.000 

$875,000 or 318,200b 

~.u 
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4.4.1       OPERATING COSTS 

By-Products  Plant 
Labor chart  and costs* 

Hides - Skins - 2 men 

Casings - 3 men 

Rendering - 5 men 

10 men « i5/Day                 50 

Foremen              -         1 5/Day                   5 

Office                -         1 6/Day                   6 

Truck drivers -         3 6/Day                 18 

Total by-products  80 

Master mechanic           1 8/Day                   8 

Maintenance                   4 5/Day                 20 

Men 16 Total plant 
payroll 28 

By-products share of maintenance 8 
Total charged to by-products 88L Day or  $242/Day 

$60,500A«ar 

Maintenance are for entire meat plant plus the 

by-products plant and 20 trucks combined. 

„_-4> 
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4.4.2  ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS 

LIST OF EQUIPMENT 

No.  Quant. 

1 1 
2 1 
3 1 
4 2 
5 1 
6 5 
7 2 
8 1 
9 1 
101 io1 

1 
5 

11 17 
12 6 
13 2 
14 2 
15 6 
16 1 
17 1 
18 2 
19 1 
20 2 
21 1 
22 1 
23 1 
24 1 
25 1 
26 2 
27 1 
26 6 
29 2 
30 2 
31 1 
32 1 
33 2 
34 2 
35 4 
36 2 
37 2 
38 1 
39 1 
40 1 

Description Horsepower 

Fuel Oil storage 
Air condenser 
Tallow storage tank 
Steam boiler 
Boiler water softner 
Screwer conveyors 
Meal storage bin 
Hammer Mil 
Mixer 
Scale 
Hjnd wash lavatories 
Fcoor drains 
Hese wash stations 
Platforms 
Grease pumps 
Grease settling units 
Press for Crax 
Drum filler weigh 
Cookers 
Electrical panel 
Perk pans 
Blood bagger 
Blood coagulator 
Blood cyclone 
Blow tank 
Prebreaker 
Scales 
Drum wash 
Casing trucks 
Casing-cleaning tablea 
Casing-cleaning sinks 
Casing crush strip finish 
Grade sort table 
Salt bins 
Hide Pelt skin table 
Drums 
H de Pelt skin salt  table 
Salt truck 
Truck wash 
Work bench 
Bone hopper 

Total h.p.   connected 
kw connected 

20m/kwh x 50% x 8 hza  x 400 
Day 

50 
1 

10 

10 
5 

40 
10 

5 
2 

50 

80 

75 

356   iay 400 
300 kw 

X.75 kw/hp -  24fc/Day 
250 days 6000fc/yr. 
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4.4.3  OPERATING COST - ANNUAL 

Direct labor  see 6.4.1 61,000 

Electricity   see 6.4.2 15,000 

Steam $4/1000k x 16,000 k/Day x 250 days     16,000 

Oil for trucks  300m/day •• 10m/gal x $1.00 gal 
x 250 & 500 Lub Oil 8,000 

rts maintenance 4.000 
Total $104,000 

Indirect: 

Interest on investment 9  10% 76,000 

Loan payoff 20 years 40,000 

Professional & miscellaneous 10,000 

Sub-total       $126,000 
Total        $230,000 

 J 
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YIBLPS Of By-Products 

Rendering        from 
Material Yield Price 

Dried blood  3000K x 20% x $220/ton 

Crax 

Tallow 

7175K x 25% x $200/ton 

7175K x 10% x $.40/k 

Slaughterhouse 

$144.00/Day 

358.00/Day 

287.00/Day 
$  789.00/Day 

Inside $197,500 year  from 
slaughterhouse 

from Paphos 

Based on kill of about 20% or about $160/Day - $40,000/yr 
* 1500k/Day 

from Butcher Shops + 
2 Markets 

Crax 

Tallow 

Crax 

Tallow 

Mixed meal 

Crax 

Tallow 

Orease 

2000K x 30% x 200/ton  $120/Day $30,000/yr 

2000K x 15% x $.40/K   $120/Day $30,000/yr 

from 5 Regional slaughterhouses 

2000K x 25% x $200/ton  $100/Day $¡25,000/yr 

2000K x 10% x $.40/K     80/Day $20,000/yr 

from Chicken Processors from 
5 largest 1,000,000 birds/yr 
at l#/bird plus dead birds 

4000# from 4000 birds/day 

2000K x 12% x $220/ton   $ 50/day $12,500/yr 

from soap maker 

900K x 27% x $200/ton   $ 48/day $12,000/yr 

900K x 20% x .40/K      $ 72/day $18,000/yr 

from Dead Stock - 2 hogs parts/day 

500# x 18% x $200/ton   $ 18/day $ 4,500/yr 
500# x 25% x .18/lb      22/day   5,500/yr 

16,000 K Day total     Outside   $200,000/yr 
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Day    Y«ar 

Casina« Hogs 40 mils/hoc set x 430 x 2.75 - $ 60  $15,000 

Qoats/Sheep .50% x 125m x 526 x 2.75    -  73   16.000 

$ 32,000 

Hid«« Catti» 

20% increase in valu« du« to no acor«« 

6.00fc/Hid« x 20% x 25 cattl«/day x 2.75    -      $82.       21,000 

Hogs      20% of Hog« 

20% x 500mila/»kin extra x 430 x 2.75   - $118.   $30,000 
(another 500 mils to slaughterhouse) 

8h««p/Go«ts 

No chang«   
Sub-total $ 83,000 

Total $480,000 
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â.6 PROFITABILITY 

Plan I                                II 

Gross  Profit $480,000 $480,000 

Less direct costs 104,000                  104,000 

Less  indirect costs 126,000                  126,000 

Profit before raw 
material $250,000 $250,000 

III 

$480,000 

104,000 

126,000 

$250,000 

Cost of raw material -0- 

Profit before taxes  $250,000 

In i. 91,000 

Pay off period       3.1 yrs 

48,000 

$202,000 

73,000 

4 yrs 

95,000 

$155,000 

55,000 

5 yrs 

Plan I 

Plan II 

Plan III 

Pay for no raw material - pick up as a 
convenience 

Pay for $.005 per pound for all the material 
or $.01 per pound for half the raw material. 

Pay $.01 per pound for all raw material 
picked up or from the slaugherhouse 

W~ 
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DESCRIPTION 

5.1 Description of Plant 

The by-products plant is built on a concrete slab, 

24m x 60 m with a concrete slab at a right angle of 

18m x 24 m for the boiler and maintenance areas for 

both the by-products and slaughtering plant.  This 

slab is a .20m above grade on the South side and 

about 1.00m on the North side so that trucks can unload 

at dock level.  The floor has drains in every 6m x 6m 

bay to which the floor slopes at 1:50.  All drain 

lines are 4" plastic pipe with a slope of 1;100. 

There is a 3" cove where floor and wall meet. 

The walls of the building are concrete brick with 

cement plaster smooth on the inside of the building 

for ease in washing down. Walls are 4.0m high with 

2.0m screened, movable louvers above.  The roof is 

peaked tile with wooden joists or cement, both with 

a 3 meter overhang.  Steel should not be used for 

joists as it tends to corrode. 

There is bathroom and lockeroom for changing clothes 

for 25 people and office space for 3, but there is no 

eating room or food service as it is expected that 

these workers could use the slaughterhouse facilities. 
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The property for  the by-products plant  is completely 

fenced  in so no meat can be removed and the 1 hectare 

of land graveled   ind oiled   to keep down dust. 

5.2     DESCRIPTION SEWAGE DISPOSAL 

The process  is one  of taking all wast* water  from 

both  the plants,   by-products and  slaughterhouse, 

screening them,   the putting  them through a fat  skimming 

tank with a  2 hour   retention time  and   then ponding. 

The Anaerobic pond  is  2.0m deep and will have  a 

yeast   fat mold cover on the water,   preventing O2 

from getting to  the water.     It is  made  by bull- 

dozing   a  1 meter  high bream by 6 meters wide,   and 

filling with water,   giving  a  3 meter   total depth 

with  a  6 day retention time.    The overflow from 

the anaerobic pond will flow into a  2.0  meter 

deep or   less  aerobic pond with a  21 day retention time, 

giving   a total BOD reduction of 98.6 with the   two 

ponds.     If  less  clean water   is needed,   the second and 

even  first pond could be eliminated,   but it is  not 

recommended from an environmental standpoint.     The 

cost of the lagoons is in earth moving  and should 

be less  than $5,000 and give water suitable for 

irrigating    fields of Johnson grass,   for cattle and 

sheep fattening. 
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5.3  DESCRIPTION OF PLANT OPERATIONS 

5.3.1 Hides, pelts and skins are tagged as to 

owner when removed from the animal in the slaughter- 

house and dropped in a chute to the floor below where 

they are dropped on the floor - hourly the push truck 

man comes to the slaughterhouse and brings these skins 

to the by-products plant where they are weight and 

separated by owner, defatted on a flat bench and 

trimmed.  The fat and trimmings are put in drums 

and taken to the rendering department.  The hides and 

skins are spread out ón a bench where they are graded, 

lightly salted, folded and placed onto pallets where 

they are removed each following morning by the tanners. 

The tanner will pay the same price to the butcher 

which is the going competitive price at the time, 

plus a charge to the slaughterhouse for grading, 

salting, trimming and defating, plus a charge for 

first quality of 20% above that now for the poor 

quality. 

The small intestines, with manure intact, of sheep, 

goats and pigs are collected every 2 hours from 

basement of the slaughterhouse.  They are then 

stripped by hand or machine of manure, depending 

upon quality and age of the animals.  Real young 

lambs and goats may not have a strong enough casing 

•j 
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for manure stripping.  The casings are then 

soaked for two hours, then run through a crusher 

that crushes the inside mucosa and a stripper that 

flushes the mucosa out of the casing and a slimer 

finisher which gives the finished casing, which is 

then graded for thickness and length and salted and 

put into small plastic drums.  The present casing 

man will pay the same price he is paying to the 

slaughter man now, but he will pay it to the by- 

products department, plus a charge for cleaning, 

grading and salting based on cost. 

Finally, the inedible by-products condemned parts 

and blood will be brought to the rendering plant 

hourly by the material handling man or by the 

blood blow system, which will work automatically 

every hour. 

The blood is collected in a blow tank in the base- 

ment under the kill floor.  The fresh blood is blown 

to a cyclone tank over the blood coagulator, which 

is turned on only at the end of all killing when 

the evaporator is to be loaded. After coagulating 

the blood goes across the shaker screen where it is 

dewatered to 50% moisture and then to the dryer where 

moisture is reduced to 10%, at which time it is cooled 
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in a pan and bagged in 50K sack« and a month's 

supply can be stored. No payment is made to the 

slaughterhouse for the blood and other previously 

wasted material, except one lump sum of 30001 

annually for all the material.  This figure could 

be adjusted annually or monthly, based on kill unit« 

or live weights, but no attempt is made to try and 

pay for these materials based on weight. 

The offals or inedibles are collected hourly and 

dumped into the holding bin - pork, beef and sheep 

can be kept separate.  Every few hours, the pork or 

sheep material will be crushed and sent to the blow 

tank and then into a cooker.  The jacked, agitated 

cooker with an atmospheric cook temperature and 

5 atmospheres of steam in the jacket will dry the 

four tons of material to a 10% moisture content in 

3 hours.  The material is allowed to sit one hour 

in a percolator pan for the free grease or tallow 

to drain through.  The solids are sent to a screw 

press where the grease is pressed out so that the 

finished material is less than 10% fat and 50% or 

more protein.  The fat from the pere pans and that 

from the press are pumped to a settling, washing 

tank for 24 hours, and then put into drums for 

storage in the yard or on the dock or the grease 
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and tallow can be bulk atorad bafore drumming. 

There la a 30 day bulk atorage. There would be 5 

to 6 cooker loada finiahed off per day. The meat 

from the presa goes to one of two bulk storage bins 

that will hold 30 days of material.  Upon demand, it 

can be ground, blended and bagged for shipment as 5096 

meat and bone meal.  A few days storage of sacks is 

provided. 

The vapors from the cooker are condensed in a shell 

and tube heat exchanger from which hot water for the 

alaughterhouae can be made - it will be clean potable 

140"P water.  The condenaate is sent to the sewer. 

The plant sewage system is one of initial screening 

and a fat float skimming tank with a 3 hour retention 

time so that these materials can be rendered for 

value; from here the water should go through a 

6 anaerobic digestion and a 21 day aerobic digestion 

and then be released to the dry river bed.  This latter 

aerobic pond may not be necessary from the present 

ecology aystems, but it is shown as there is very 

little cost and it will succeed in reducing biological 

02 denhard by 98.696 and aolids by 9996, for very little 

cost.  If a alight tablet chlorination were made, the 

water would be potable. 
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There are no other effluents from the plant 

except non-condensable vapors which should be 

very little because most of the material is fresh. 

Pork skins will be saved on demand. The skin sells 

for about 3 Í  each in Europe and it is proposed that 

each skin saved will be removed by 2 workers and a 

hide puller in the slaughterhouse.  It will then be 

taken to the hide processing room where it will be 

trimmed and partially delarded.  The slaughterhouse 

will receive 500 mils for its service and the by- 

products will receive 500 mils for its service.  The 

tanner has 1.51 for his further processing and profit. 

The butcher pays 500 mils for the skin and receives 

500 mils for it as he will pay the farmer a premium 

based on live weight, less skin if the animal has skin 

leather quality. This saves him the effort of removing 

the skin and disposing of it. 

There is also a boiler room and maintenance department 

in this by-products plant that will maintain, with a 

chief maintenance man and 5 workers for the two plants, 

along with its trucks (23 or so in total). A shade 

cover for outdoor truck maintenance is provided. 

The dressing rooms for 20 persons and offices are in 

the rendering, receiving area.  The office will weigh 
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in all incoming material by supplier and type 

of material and pay 1« U.S. per pound or 8 mils/k. 

All incoming material will be given the same pro- 

cessing as the slaughterhouse material and blended 

with it, except that the feathers, if any, will be 

pressure cooked as well, with any horns, hooves, 

and hair so that they will be hydralyzed and can 

then be blended into the blood meal, sold as feather 

meal or blended with the meat and bone meal. 

Other inedible by-products were considered such as 

glands, cattle switches, hog bristles, mucosa, etc. 

but the processing cost versus the quantity of raw 

material doesn't warrant the capital investment. 

The paunch manure will be dried in a 10 meter by 

15 meter x 10cm pile on a cement slab with a plastic 

roof and screened sides from which it will be removed 

weekly, sold as fertilizers to local farmers.  The 

selling price will be just enough to cover cost of 

drying and disposal. 

The total volume of the by-products plant is based 

on average 1978 figures for slaughtering as given by 

the various municipalities and checked for authenticity. 

To increase the through put, a longer day to 12 or 16 
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houxa,   could b« uaed and another cooker or «van 

two,   could b« inatallad without much building 

chargea,   if any.    Tha profitability incraaaaa 

•harply with volume. 
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6     DISCUSSION 

In general, it is apparent that a by-products 

plant on Cyprus is essential to the agricultural 

economy, with or without the attached combined 

slaughterhouse.  It would be far better with the 

slaughterhouse attached as 50% of its raw material 

would not receive much material handling. 

6.1    DISCUSSIONS OF CONCLUSIONS 

The profitability of this project can be varied 

considerably, not so much by the cost of the project 

but what happens to the volume handled and what 

happens to the payments for raw material.  Because 

of the high investment cost and interest, the in- 

direct cost is more than 50% of total cost, thus a 

doubling of volume will triple the profit.  Conversely, 

if there is a significant lowering of volume, the 

plant could just break even.  An increase in the 

annual pork skin take off can mean $80,000 to 

$100,000 increase in profit.  The selling price of 

the finished product will not have that much effect 

as the raw material price should vary with the 

finished selling price.  The initial raw material 

price was picked as fair for all parties - it is 

much higher than the hog raisers are paying for it, 

like 20 times so. Most of the raw material from the 

outside, except the soapers slug is free.  Although 

.J 
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th« soaper pays the butcher for fat, the 

butcher is throwing away his bones.  If one pick 

up is made for both bones and fat, this would 

save economically,  it is essential that this plant 

bring in good material from the outside, primarily 

as a public service and public health, but perhaps 

equally so because it is practiced to do so.  It 

pays itself off in less than five years and giving 

an amount to the supplier to the raw material for 

his troubles in saving the product but also savings 

in trouble of disposal. 

The casings are profitable also because the 150 mils 

per set goes to the slaughterhouse, not the slaughter 

man who will be paid a decent wage, but will receive 

no "take" as it is called.  The processing of the 

hides, pelts and casings is primarily to get the 

fat trimming and s limeand also as a convenience for 

grading to insure a better hide take off. With a 

hide puller and a line skinning, it is easy to 

identify where the hide scores are made and steps 

taken to correct these errors, like better teaching 

changing men or bonus incentive for better take off. 

^ 
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The plant equipment costs include installation by 

local labor with specialists instructing. Many of 

the trucks, tables, hoppers, screw conveyors, bins 

and tanks could and should be made in Cyprus to save 

freight and encourage local production, but un- 

fortunately, the cookers, press, bone crusher and 

one mill would be better to import as they would be 

too expensive to manufacture one of a kind in Cyprus 

and would have to be drawn up by a specialist who 

could give enough details to manufacture in Cyprus, 

not just tender specifications. 

It is difficult to determine how fast a plant would 

pay itself off if it had to pick up material from the 

present plants but it would be longer than with a 

central plant.  If it could get enough material fjr 

5 cooks a day without much incentive pay, it could 

do so in five years but to do this, the help of the 

government is needed.  The government would have to 

require that the by-products plant make all the pick- 

ups from the various slaughterhouses, butchers, and 

pay a little something, 4 mils per kilo for the 

material. The trucking costs lower the profitability 

of the operation. 

 J 
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The design of the plant is made for expansion and 

compactness  to save money,   yet bring in  far more material 

in the  future.     The condenser  is  used  primarily to 

make   hot water  and  to  reduce odors.     The  building is 

built  on a  slab to  facilitate truck unloading and 

loading.     As   little  steel   as possible  is   used because 

of  the  acid  forming qualities of the fumes   from the 

pans   and presses.     The building  is of  a  sanitary 

construction with coved,   sloped  floors   to central 

sewers   and smooth concrete plastic walls which can 

be washed down. 

The choice of equipment  and design of  the  processes 

is made  to reduce  labor   as much as possible with- 

out going  into complicated continuous  systems  that 

are  automated,   but require maintenance  more complicated 

than warranted  for   this  volume.     Also,   flexibility 

is needed in  a project of  this nature  so  that dead 

stock,   feathers,   blood,   etc.,   can all  be  processed 

in the  same plant. 

There  are two groups who  stand to lose  if   the new by- 

products plant comes  into  existence and  that  is  the 

people who sometimes  pick  up the offal   from the 

slaughterhouse and  the present slaughter   labor. 
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The former comet farms intends to render his own 

dead birds and whatever he can buy for "very little" 

cost.  This is no worry as he only intends to cook 

not press, so he will only pick up what he can use 

and much of this will be his own dead stock.  The 

workers, about 100 in number, are another case.  With 

all their incentives, they make from 10 to 20 b per 

night.  Based on the average kill in 1978, the total 

payments to the slaughter men is over 700 L per night for 

hard work, but a poor job is done.  In a new plant, 

probably not more than 30 men could do the knife 

work that 60 or 80 are doing now with less work in- 

volved, and a far better job.  It would be better to hire 

all new help and train them from the beginning, but 

anyway, the law must be laid down, no meat removal 

from the plant by the workers and no toleration of poor 

workmanship. 

There is no way that this plant can be built without 

the hiring of the services of an expert pr company 

to make or help the detail drawings,  T.iis study is 

for feasibility, now a building needs to be designed, 

the equipment designed that is to be made locally, 

equipment ordered and equipment installed and 

operated.  The local architects or engineers will 

need help.  UNIDO, the machinery manufacturers and 

._..J 
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others can be enlisted, but remember that the 

qualified assistance can save large amounts of 

money and it seldom is free.  There is not suf- 

ficient specific specialized help in Cyprus.  There 

must be however, local engineers and architects 

assigned to this project. 

6.2  DISCUSSION OF RECOMMENDATIONS. 

The plant is needed desperately, it makes lots of 

money with a payoff in 3 years and prices of the 

equipment go up every year so why wait.  Cyprus 

can not go wrong by putting in a by-products plant 

and a meat complex.  Money is available - so do it. 

The biggest problem is who is going to own and operate 

the plant.  The ownership should be the Cypriot 

government, but the operations are not as clear. 

The department of veterinarians should operate 

outside and independent as advisors and inspectors. 

The managing board should select the manager, but 

who is the manaqing board?  It could be a gronp in 

the ministry of agriculture or the ministry of 

commercial industry or a board selected from both. 

Also on this board, the butchers should have an 

elected member, perhaps the farmer producer, a 

rotating city engineer and an elected member, 
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of one of the workers.     This  board should be em- 

powered  to hire  a manager,   to operate a plant,   to 

purchase equipment and sell  finished products.     It 

could be  the  same board as  that  used to run the 

slaughter  or  partially independent  but it is better 

one and  the same.     This board  should be set up 

immediately. 

It is outside  the scope of this work,   but with all 

the work in the  area,   it is  impossible not to comment 

on the  slaughterhouse centralization program.     It   is 

not possible   to  over-emphasize  the need for  the new 

plant  if only  to give export  possibilities  to the 

farmers,   and   to   the economy.     There  is   little 

animal disease   in Cyprus,   true,   but  there is plenty 

of smelly,   tainted spoiled meat,   due to high temp- 

erature  that  is   either wasted or  eaten.     No studies 

have been made  of  the amount of enteritis due to bad 

meat  and none  need be made because  a new joint 

slaughterhouse will make money while  improving  the 

public health and chance of  spreading diseases,   and 

will cost  less   money than a medical  study. 

The price recommended of $.01  per  pound or 6 mils/K 

is of raw material,   mostly bones,   is a fair price  if 

 J 
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there is 1000 pounds per pick up.  Anything less 

is practical only if there are other stops nearby. 

Also, there should be some deduction in price for 

trips of long distances for small amounts of material. 

In some places such as Paphos, it behooves them to 

install an inedibal chill room.  At present, the 

soap manufacturer is buying tallow from the butcher 

at $.06* lb., or 36 mils/K, but this is pure fat- 

bones are not picked up.  It is possible and not 

unagreeable to the soaper that the by-products plant 

pick up both fats and bones and sell tallow or fat 

to the soaper.  Most of the material that could be 

picked up now and it is a matter of convenience and 

not being paid for.  Thus the $.01<:/lb. price is an 

incentive.  It is a rather low figure compared to 

other countries where it could be double or triple, 

but this is always for 10,000 lbs. per day or more. 

High prices can be paid for straight fat because of 

its yield but this should be considered later. 

U-  J 
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6.3     DISCUSSION OF   PARAMETERS.   DATA AND FINDINGS 

The system of money transfers  for services  rendered 

is very complex and  is  built on faith as there are 

no printed  receipts   for  much of  the  transfers  but 

as mentioned before,   the slaughtermen have worked 

themselves   into a  very strong position by refusing 

to work. 

The kill rates  for   the   3 slaughterhouses are  thought 

to be 9596 accurate   - well within the needed  range. 

Carcass weights  are  taken from good  records   and 

figures  for   individual  take offs of by-products 

estimated by Dr. Popovié        and  this consultant 

separately  and the   figures in    Annex V 

are basically in agreement with the estimates of  the 

author of  this report.     The yield of dried blood  from 

whole blood  and other  yields are well known  published 

figures  and  should  be accurate.     The selling  price 

of the finished products  is  the average of  the past 

three years  on the  international market delivered 

Chicago USA,     which is  a  fairly well known established 

scale.     It will be  less  than the European prices.     In 

fact,   all  the weight yield selling prices are 

conservative. 
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The costs of building and oil,  wages,   electricity, 

were supplied by the ministry of commerce and 

industry. 

The main  area   for  variance  is in the amount of raw 

material  picked up  from the outside -  half  the 

total -  and who should get credit for  the im- 

provements in hides,   casings and the pork skin? 

Under the system in  this  report,   the by-products 

department gets credit for   the  improved hide  be- 

cause this is where   the  final processing and 

grading  is made.     There is  a case in point which the 

slaughterhouse should be credited with this  value 

for  improvement  in quality because they can make 

or break a hide value by how they remove it.     Also, 

the casing payment  is being credited  to the by-products 

department because  that is  the end processor.     The 

casing man pays  to  the slaughterhouse by-products 

department,   the operating cost of the by-products 

casing department plus what he used to give  these 

slaughter men.     Part of  this could be credited  the 

slaughterhouse,   but  if the two are operated  as one, 

this is merely a bookkeeping exchange and not 

significant.     What  is also undeterminable is  the 
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amounts of material to be picked up from the 

markets;   it  is  thought  to be bones  and dirty  fat  - 

about  IK per   sheep and goat,   5K per  pig  and  18K per 

steer with over   50 butchers  being   large enough for 

daily pickup,   2000K figures  could be conservative 

as  the total  kill of  the  three slaughterhouses 

would  indicate  about  3UG0K coming out of  the butcher 

shops,   not counting the  district kill and picking 

up  less  than half of  the   total shops. 

The amount from the chicken processors  is  a  vague 

estimate based on total  killed by the  5  largest 

raisers  and eliminating  Comet  farms,   the  largest 

as  they may have their  own plant.     The amount  from 

the soap maker,   district  plants,   and Paphos,   are 

accurate figures.     So  in general,   the volume  figures   are 

conservative  and probably  fairly accurate within * 20% 

to start with,   but these   figures could easily double with 

other  variable materials   such as  shark fishing,   dead 

stock and increased kill  rates.     It is hard  to 

believe  that with an aggressive incentive pick up 

system,   this  plant couldn't do 50% more material 

than indicated  from outside   the complex within  3 years 

of beginning  operation.     Volume and profit could 

only drop below break even with disasterously low 

 J 
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kill rates,   or  too high a payment rate for  raw 

material. 

Maintenance labor was divided up between the 

slaughterhouse and by-products,   but no attempt was 

made to subtract the money paid  from the farmer 

and casing house,  who must  pay  for this service 

from the total  labor cost. 

No  attempt was made  to make  a   cash flow chart at 

this  time as more information on  financing,   internal 

charges  and infrastructure  is  needed to do so with 

any kind of meaningful results.     It is  apparent that 

operating capital has not been taken into account 

and should be at a  later date.     Also,   no depreciation 

of  the plant is  accounted  for  because after   15 years, 

if  properly maintained,   the plant equipment will be 

worth what is paid  for  it  if  the past  25 years of 

history is  any guide  for   the next 25 years.     Some 

accountants may disagree with this policy but can 

hardly disagree with the facts.     The real problem 

lies  in replacement value which  is  impossible  to 

predict,   but after  the plant  is  paid for a re- 

placement  fund could be built  up without hurting 

profits and raw material payment  price. 

U 
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An.-ipy I 

OFFICIAL VISITS * 

1 Nicosia Meat Slaughterhouse 

2 Limosol Meat Slaughterhouse 

3 Larrcea Meat Slaughterhouse 

4 Nicosia Sausage Plant 

5 Procupis Soap Manufacturing Ltd. 

6 Municipal Planning Organization in all 3 cities. 

7 Cypriot Planning Organization 

8 Nicosia Old Market + Supermarkets - 3 

9 Leather Tannery 

10 Casing Processors - Apos Assad 

11 New Plant Site 

12 Comet Farm Ltd. - Poultry Producer 

13 Meat Markets 

14 Ministry of Agriculture 

15 Department of Veterinary 

16 Sausage Plant - Larnaca 

17 Department of Fisheries 

18 Ministry of Commerce and Industry 

* Multiple visits not noted 
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ànmi ITI 

EQUIPMENT CATALOGUE AND ILLUSTRATIONS 

No. 634 VERTICAL BLOW TANK 
The M*w System previde* a cenvenient end ecenemkel i»iHw< el 
rrawspsrttng greund materials where lang distances er cemallcered 
path i»««« be weed. The Maw Tank accumulates and inNwm materials 
far each teak. Hashed ami washed affai and greund «• barias and 
carcasses ara put directly inte the rank. Mewing it dam by either steam 
er air pressure. Usually SO KM. aar square inch is sufficient. 10,000 lbs. 
laad can ba blawn MO II. with M II. risa in abavi Iwt minale*. 

Standard equipment includes rank, mada in accardanca whii A.S.M.I. 
cad* lar US Ibt. pressure, wild safely verve and pressure gauge. Oere 
valve, é" up la 12", and blew piping ara altra. Ramala centrelted air 
eperated gate valves can be furnished. 

No. 1045 PREBREAKERS 

Unique crushing and breaking edien ef the Prebreeker reduces many 
•lifllcvh materials such as cendemned sleek, benes end peckingheuse 
>#al le e desired Uniterm particle site. They are neted far their high 
:epeclty and law mainrenance. Whale carcasses can be fed inle this 
machine due la rha tremendeut pewer eetetned thru high terejue et slew 
speed. Feritele site is centrelled by interchangeable erMce alares. 

No. 600 RENDERING COOKER-No. 12 DRIVE 

Ma. é03-0 AUTOPIRC 

M VenCR ITnrJcW Beare* lu) ravTtnOjgf FOf COYYsVffÔPpj 

Dees due le hut» el «reckHees pWng 

draghe» a lew iackes cen he used le 
Ose^Mcawa)  peNVoMeSVIOn.   Aa  cfHMJ   IN#1*%M 

Ike lead eut le me screw cenveyer, H 

é' • wr, ft cu. ft. cap., IIM MM. 

C-21453 
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I. H. F. DRIVE 

SPECIFICATIONS 
AffMNUIMTtCAMCITm, 

••ilium       % 
MrWof)    MIÜML 

rawn MQutMMurre AND umrnm WIMHTS 

uicniCM. utminwu imuiiun MHTIM nwiti 

Full Prati 
12007200 (10 12'ï". 50" 

to S'10" 

»r        mn        iiwm 

40 10 IXPUU»       ISMO-    19,000- 
97"       I« lo 4       iKMinf       17.000    20,500    410 

75 20 Motor ONTO       lbs        lb«. 

\mm* >•••• 
«I'ciiauM  wcfttwr ro» mm «r «tunc*  nomi 
ri IM M*l   tMTMMT McanCTM rilMI  «Mfl !•• tmrtu 
rtiMo.it" ciiMMKt ateto««««  «Mm mono MIM* mart 
l« MC4MBCTK  rMW Mm! MIM* 

MTW ro* MMN) nom« 
:• «MB   TIMM   «WültW 

M no M» taou.it* 
MIMI» •» »MA «*) «CMtlü 

MM TT   «MIT  m*   »WTC») 

IMTTM   PffOObf  9034) V 

 ^ 
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KPELLER* PRESS PROCESS 

MOTORIZED CHOKE 
POWR-JUST: PUSH BUT- 

TON—with this motorized unit, 
operators of Duo Expeller 
presses can push a button '0 
make quick and easy adjust- 
ment o( the patented "lens 
type" choke mechanism to im- 
mediately relieve sudden or 
excessive motor overloads. 
Also saves time and labor (or 
routine adjustment of choke. 

«¡a 
.J 

AUTO-TROL: AUTOMATIC- 
combines all the features of 
Powr-Just plus providing op- 
erational control of the "choke" 
by sensing the motor load con- 
dition and automatically mak- 
ing adjustments as required. 
Frees operator for other duties. 
Selector switch permits man- 
ual push button control when 
desired. 

iA~ •?    *~.I.,..ì* -*TO»A*;¡ ^ 

INDEPENDENT HOPPER FEEDER DRIVE 
The high capacity Duo Expeller press is equipped 
with an independent motor for driving the hopper 
feeder, vertical shaft and tempering apparatus. It 
consists of a separate gear motor, motor starter 
and electrical relays for operational control of this 
motor. This feature allows all of the horsepower 
developed by the main drive motor to be applied 
to the main worm shaft. Its main advantage is that 
it enables the Expeller press to be operated to its 
full capacity without the danger of stalling the 
motor if too much material is fed into the down- 
spout. This may occur when the operator is trying 
to push the Expeller press beyond its capacity, 
or when a slug" or change in consistency of the 
material is suddenly encountered. 

Function of the control relays as used in con- 
junction with the independent drive are as fol- 
lows. When pressure being exerted by the main 
worm shaft produces an overload condition on 
the main worm shaft motor, the overload control 
relay will "cut out" the hopper feeder motor, thus 
stopping the hopper feeder, vertical shaft, temper- 
ing apparatus and any supplementary equipment 
driven from the tempering apparatus shaft. Nor- 
mally, the relay is adjusted to "trip" at from 100 
to 110% of the full load ampere rating of the main 
drive motor. When the load condition is relieved, 
the operational control relay will automatically 
restart the hopper feeder motor, and normal oper- 
ation is resumed. 

 J 
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RAH WEIGHT FIGURES 

CARCASS YIELD ANALYSIS: CATTLE 
(Live weight! 491 kg) 

4~ 

ft* POR 

20 PIECE! 
(kg) 

Mare t¡A¿ & flou/ TK+Vt* 

PIECE 
c»/2¿/*+    i Vt-PtOfi 

h*HT 
OTHEì 7. ** 

COMMENTS 

CARCAJ**41 

1 J V r 4 * * 4 /» 

4 S/*¿*i 3'Jc 1ï*A Z4ll,n 3J*t 

A Horns and hoofs O'U /»•if li'Sh JLf  ' Vttyi»(. 

2> »'»cm. W ZTAi Hi'tS Iti. £"(vf •*»<"*£ 

~l Feet A'vr /'J"5 Mt *0 A to . edible 

J Empty stomach A. 1 í'¿3 m,(* So AK, edible 

C Empty intestines 3.9 <*9.rf4 m-i 1S ' S*C+,^r 

1 Stomach contents 6.Í ivhh &o$'¡ kcl Ttn.Ì ¿i 2uf 

tf restes or mammaries O'lo oH<5 Ti h r edible 

4 Ccn\AjtM^>^JtM. pb*-4-^. J.M AV<33 W¿ ¿M 

4a Slaughter loss 9'*} hfsf Wi, 

ToT/9l : ¿-lo irsi AKIi 3U5'*y l f^J- 

4* Htaat itt WIS Id,li- lib 

il i-M^-JS or 3'it H'ir ìi 

/i HfoT.1 °'ïo Ah> IIM il 

ih L<wjs¡ /f«r S'Aí 49Ì,»o /oh 

/J" Spleen o'ir ffii Uhi} AH 

It, K.¡r>(/viÉW D'i o 0"5l. 49-¿y AÏ 

<ì T,t* oír m irss ¿y 

li Tallow X'to n-K js-s-n 1ST 

l'i Tenait •ou» 09i Arti W 
TTT*¿ : 44- /f9 y/it V07t ìti'l* -66« A,eie 

io Carcass, hot 53?. M%1 5.111'% s.m 

..- J 
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CARCASS YIELD ANALYSIS!    PIOS 
(Live weight:    91 kg) 
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CARCASS YIELD ANALYSIS t SHEEP AND GOATS - AVERAGE 
(Live weight: 25 kg) 

r——- 

?IL* 
! 

for 

(kg) 

MATÙ 

tfìlLì 

ttelS 
PAO 

flow TKeuíMt 
oise.r/0* 

piece «fr 
ht-PfCC   OÌHEt 

?LBHT\ % *f 
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1 Carcas s 

> 1   4 i 3 y r- * —.--r 4       * IO 

\* 
$¿00-0 Lie ff»! w.n ^   | 

! 

i t 
i —— 

ÏXit AU o-y. Lio'^o 1 ¿yo     ! i  1 
AMO     j 

4S> 

3 SL<N Ufa 3. i» AMOL* ' 

Day,'* g. 7 VOI Hí,     ,;-.. A-io O'io Asru 
r ^{nlesAneT' 4,1r JMi A.t1í-1» 

... _ ,, . j 
At«  : 

i 

—-1 
*>3      ' ¿ $ñ*¿L ¡*rs$rine.$ 

ttK*twMÀêt parts 

o'fi i n«i i 
P/»»<*rv,Vr 

* 4"ts *3 fr/fr ?J6 i 
t Slaughter loss t/» O'to 3 *>*,*.   1 -   I 

i— 
T9T*i\.dh,t. •r« 4Mt J.JW*,W 

-H   + 

i 

J.oío 1 
« Lungs AY» Oif mi» 
Ao Heart 

*'W VAA sm -   :    i | ..    . 

Al Liver 
©*• Ö41 tilt 

-———j. J i 1 j 

i 

n Spleen «•(o O'Ol 4J-H I i 

n Tallow   ¿0V)9T*M-) o1*» O'Ai ït'U j H     ! 

* Head J*'* ù'ìl   |   *f«J;1l j Í 

jf Carcase, hot ÍVX ifru (a.lll'it 
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i 
i 

! 
f 

- 

!, 
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